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school. They work with the school head and staff, through fre-
quent consultations. They help to direct the work of the innu-
merable school circles which the children are encouraged to form.
The activities are carried on in the school premises after school
hours, when the cultural supervisor is in charge. She will be
aided by qualified specialists and untrained workers, according
to the circumstances of the school or the local education autho-
rity. A list of circles will show how widely Soviet authorities
understand the word culture. There is the literary circle which
produces the wall-newspaper, writes poetry and prose, and is
called in for help with all celebrations and anniversaries. The
painting and drawing circle is very popular. This, too, is called
upon on the occasions of celebrations and anniversaries. Its
members will help to decorate the classroom, the school hall, and
the home. The trained art teacher who may conduct this circle
works with the Central House of Arts Education for Children.
She has been supplied with a skeleton syllabus for the graphic
and plastic arts, and with hints on teaching out of school. Music,
both vocal and instrumental, makes a wide appeal. Like the
others, the music circle will do much to enliven celebrations as
well as summer camps. There is always a choir, and nearly
always an orchestra of some kind. It may be composed entirely
of national stringed instruments such as the balalaika, or it may
be mixed. The drama claims many devotees, and the dramatic
circle not only produces plays, but studies the plays that its
members are going to see in the theatre. There are dancing
circles for folk, rhythmic and plastic dancing. Both this and the
dramatic circle help in all celebrations. The work of all these
circles is linked up. Thus the literary circle may write a play to be
acted by the dramatic circle. The costumes and scenery will be
designed by the art circle, and the dresses made by the sewing
circle, which is of recent growth. The engineers' circle will be
responsible for the stage lighting.
There are other circles which offer opportunities to the more
ii^tellectual or mechanically minded children. There is, of course,
a reading circle, where not only is reading encouraged, but the

